Cerebellar dysmetria at the elbow, wrist, and fingers.
1. The objective was to investigate in cerebellar patients with dysmetria the kinematic and electromyographic (EMG) characteristics of large and small movements at the elbow, wrist, and finger and thereby to determine the nature of cerebellar dysmetria at distal as well as proximal joints. Flexions were made as fast as possible by moving relatively heavy manipulanda for each joint to the same end position through 5, 30, and 60 degrees. 2. In normal subjects flexions at all joints were accompanied by similar triphasic EMG activity. Movements of increasing amplitude were made with increasing movement durations and increasing durations and magnitudes of initial agonist EMG activity. Antagonist activity often appeared to have two components: one coactive with the initial agonist burst but starting later, the other reaching its peak at about peak velocity. 3. Cerebellar patients with dysmetria showed hypermetria followed by tremor at all three joints when movements were made with the manipulanda. Hypermetria was most marked for aimed movements of small amplitude (5 degrees) at all joints. 4. A characteristic of cerebellar disordered movements, which could be present at all amplitudes and all joints, was an asymmetry with decreased peak accelerations and increased peak decelerations compared to normal movements. Both the asymmetry and the hypermetria for small amplitude movements could be used clinically as sensitive indicators of cerebellar dysfunction. 5. The EMG abnormalities accompanying hypermetria and asymmetry were a more gradual buildup and a prolongation of agonist activity and delayed onset of antagonist activity.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)